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Abstract

ber of obstacles have to be overcome before the full
potential of network-based distributed systems can be
exploited. The primary bottleneck continues to be the
limited communication bandwidth available at the application level. In current LAN’s, only about 10% of
the physical bandwidth is available at the application
level [2]. For example, of the physical bandwidth of
10 Mbits/sec available at the medium level of the ethernet, only around 1.2 Mbits/sec is available to the
application. The reasons for this inefficiency are: (1)
the excessive overhead of the host-to-network interface
characterized by heavy usage of timers, interrupts and
memory read/writes and (2) the overheads incurred by
standard transport protocols which are implemented
as a stack of software layers and consume most of the
medium capacity [3]. As a result, even though physical bandwidths are moving to the Gigabit range, the
bandwidth available to the application continues to be
a bottleneck.

With the proliferation of high performance workstations and the current trend towards high speed communication networks, the cumulative computing power
provided b y a group of general purpose workstations is
comparable to supercomputers. Eowever a number of
obstacles have to be overcome before the full potential
of these network-based distributed systems can be exploited.
This paper investigates the requirements of current
workstation clusters interconnected b y local area networks (LAN’s) which would allow them t o be used
as platforms for high performance distributed computing. The blocked L U decomposition of dense matrices
is used as the the running example in the presented
study. Performance of this algorithm is measured on
the iPSC/SSO hypercube and on a set of homogeneous
workstations (SUN SPARCstation 1+) interconnected
b y ethernet. These measures are analyzed and a set
of requirements are identified which would enable a
network of workstations t o deliver high performance
distributed computing.

1

The objective of the presented research is three fold:
(1) to develop distributed algorithms for solving computationally intensive applications on different parallel computer architectures and on a network of high
performance workstations and to make them available as benchmarking tools for Fortran-D and High
Performance Fortran (HPF) [4, 51, (2) to compare
their performance (measured in MFLOP’s) in-order
to highlight the limitations of current network-based
distributed systems which prevent them from delivering high performance distributed computing, and
(3) to identify the requirements that must be satisfied
before the full computing potential of network-based
distributed systems can be utilized, allowing them to
deliver high performance distributed computing.

Introduction

With the proliferation of high performance workstations and the current trends towards high speed
computer networks, network based distributed computing has attracted a lot of interest. The aggregate computing power of a group of general purpose
workstations is comparable to that of supercomputers. Furthermore, it has been shown that the average
utilization of a cluster of workstations is only around
10% [l];consequently, around 90% of their computing capacity is sitting idle. This un-utilized or wasted
fraction of the computing power is sizable and if harnessed can provide a cost-effective alternative to expensive supercomputing platforms. However, a num-

The application chosen for the study presented in
this paper is the L U decomposition of dense matrices which forms the computational core of many linear algebra applications. The blocked, pipelined, kjiSAXPY variation of the L U decomposition algorithm
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where t , is the fixed startup overhead and t b is the
transmission time per byte. PICL [ll] (Portable
Instrumented Communication Library) was used for
communication on the iPSC/860 and provided a simple and portable communication structure. In addition, the implementation on the iPSC/SSO made
use of the BLACS [12] (Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subprograms) library for data movement.
BLACS is a portable, high level communication library, developed for linear algebra applications.
The matrices used in the experiments were dense
matrices where each matrix element was a randomly
generated real number between 0 and 1.
LAPACK [13, 14, 151 is a portable, public, linear
algebra library based on the use of parallelized BLAS
(Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) kernels and is
provided by vendors on different machines. BLAS kernels provide efficient library routines for a large number of vector-vector(Leve1 l ) , matrix-vector (Level 2)
and matrix-matrix (Level 3) computations. Level 1
BLAS provides computations of order O(n), Level 2
BLAS provides computations of order O(n2)and Level
3 BLAS provides computations of the order O(n3).
Level 3 BLAS routines provide a high ratio of operations to data movement and are suitable for computers which have a hierarchical memory structure. The
blocked implementation of kji-SAXPY makes use of
the Level 3 BLAS routines. Specifically, the following
LAPACK and Level 3 BLAS routines are called:

is selected due to its suitability to distributed memory MIMD systems [SI. Experimentations with the
k j i - SAXPY and other variations on shared memory
MIMD and distributed memory MIMD architectures
can be found in [7] & [SIrespectively. The computing
platforms used in our study are a chmter of SPARCstation 1+ workstations from SUN Microsystems and
Intel's i860 based iPSC/860 hypercube, available at
the Northeast Parallel Architectures Center at Syracuse University.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental environment used in
our study. It outlines the specifications of the hardware platforms and the software libraries used. Section 3 briefly describes the LU factorization problem
and specifically, the blocked, pipelined, CjGSAXPY
algorithm. Section 4 discusses the results obtained.
Section 5 highlights the limitations of current networkbased distributed systems and identifies a set of requirements that must be satisfied to obtain performance comparable to supercomputers. Section 6
presents our conclusions and is followed by a list of
references.

2

Experimental Environment

PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) [8, 91 was used
to distribute the application over a network of workstations. PVM provides a programming environment
for the development and executtDn of parallel applications across a collection of possibly heterogeneous
computing elements interconnected by one or more
networks. For our experimentation, we used a set of
SUN SPARCstation 1+ workstations interconnected
by an ethernet.
The Intel iPSC/860, an Intel 8 6 0 processor based
hypercube, was used to compare its performance with
that obtained on a cluster of SUN workstations. Each
node of the iPSC/860 hypercube operates at a clock
speed of 40 MHz and has a theoretical peak performance of 80 MFLOPS for single precision and 40
MFLOPS for double precision. Communication is
supported by direct-connect modules present at each
node [lo] which allow the nodes to be treated as
though they are directly connected. The communication time for a message is a linear function of the
size of the message. Hence, the time, t, to transmit
a message of length n bytes from an arbitrary source
node t o an arbitrary destination node is given by:

0

0

0

3

SGETFB: The non-block LU factorization routine called to factorize a block column.
STRSM: The triangular solve with multiple
right hand sides (result is a matrix).
SGEMM: The matrix-matrix multiply routine.

LU Decomposition

The blocked LU decomposition of dense matrices is
used as a running example in the presented study. Solutions to a system of linear equations are required in
many scientific applications. [16, 17, 18, 191. Consider
the solution of the dense system of linear equations,
4

AS= b,

(1)

where A is an n-by-n matrix and a' and ;F' are vectors
of dimension n. One method of solving this system
is to proceed by first factorizing A into a unit lower
triangular matrix L and an upper triangular matrix
U,i.e.,
A = LU,
(2)
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and then solving for y' and
stitution steps:

-

La=b

&

I in two consecutive subUI=y'.

(3)

Experimental results show that in programs which
need to solve linear systems, more than 50% of the
CPU time is usually spent in matrix factorization since
the computational complexity of the factorization step
is O(n3)while that of the substitution steps is O ( n 2 ) .
Hence an efficient factorization algorithms will have a
significant impact on the performance of a linear system solver. Blocked algorithms increase the computations per memory access by considering the matrix
as a collection of sub-matrices where each sub-matrix
could be a group of columns (column blocking) or rows
(row blocking). The use of block-based algorithms for
matrix computations is one of the most efficient ways
to improve the performance on machines with a hierarchical memory structure. In our implementation of
LU factorization, we use the column blocking strategy which complements column oriented Fortran language.
There are six ways of implementing the LU factorization obtained by ordering the three nested loops
that constitute the algorithm [20]. Since Fortran is
column-oriented, only three of the six forms namely;
jik-SDOT (also known as Crout's algorithm), j k i GAXPY, and kji-SAXPY, are suitable for Fortran
applications. Our previous work has shown that the
kji-SAXPY algorithm is most suitable for distributed
memory MIMD systems [SI and will be used in the
presented study. The blocked kji-SAXPY algorithm
is described below.

3.1

Figure 1: kji-SAXPY

-

Send M m g e

Parallel Blocked kji-SAXPY
Figure 2: Parallel SAXPY

Blocked kji-SAXPY is an iterative algorithm
wherein, in the jfh step, one block column of L and
one block row of U are computed and the corresponding transformations are applied to the remaining submatrix. The basic steps involved in the j t h iteration
are shown in Figure 1. The data dependencies at each
step can be visualized from the height of the matrix
elements in the figure. If a datum is higher than another, then this datum needed in the current iteration
and must be calculated first. Thus, in the j t h iteration, the j t h block depends on j - lthfactorized block.
The operations performed in each iteration of the algorithm are described below:
0. Initialize

Start with the first block; j

+-

U p ) , using the jik-noblock algorithm (SGETFZ). The row
interchanges (pivoting) are applied to blocks on both sides of
the current block.
2. Update U?)

The j t h block row of U is updated using STRSM:
U?) +-

(L(j)>-'v,'j)
3. Update C ( j )

1

1. Factorize C ( J ) The j t h block column is factorized into LU factors, L ( j ) &

The remaining matrix is updated using a block outer product (SGEMM): C ( J ) C ( j ) +-

L(j
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4. Iterate:

4.1

I F no more blocks remaining
THEN stop ELSE goto Step 1.

In the first phase of the study, we use a set of 4 SUN
SPARCstation 1+ workstations interconnected by an
ethernet. The performance is measured in MFLOP's
for different problem sizes and for varying block sizes
for each problem size. These results are plotted below.
Figure 4 shows the effect of different block sizes on the
obtained MFLOP's. In the blocked algorithm used,
during each iteration, one block of data is transmitted
by the current processor to every other processor (as
described in section 3). Hence small block sizes imply
smaller message sizes . However, the total number of
messages sent increases as the block size decreases. It
can be seen from the figure that the optimal block-size
(message size) varies with the problem size and lies in
the range 10 f 4.
Figure 5 plots the peak performance for each problem size. This plot displays the scalability of performance with problem size. It can be seen that the
obtained performance on a network of workstations
saturates for larger matrix sizes. This saturation results from performance limitations of the processors.
The variation of the communication time to computation time ratio with problem size is shown in Figure 6 while its effect on the peak MFLOP's obtained
per processor is plotted in Figure 7.
The figures support the intuitive result that as
the communication to computation ratio decreases,
the performance increases. Acceptable performances
(2 1.5 MFLOPS) are obtained only when the ratio
drops below 0.4; i.e. for matrix of sizes 200 x 200 and
greater. Performance for smaller problem sizes is limited by the communication time i.e. by the network
bandwidth.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the matrix onto
the processing nodes. The matrix is mapped using a
panel-wrapped storage wherein it is divided into fixed
size panels (block columns) which are wrapped onto
the p nodes so that panels i kp, k = 0,1, ...;i =
1,2, ...,are assigned to the node with index i- 1. The
structure of the algorithm requires that the blocks of
the matrix are factorized in a sequential order. That
is, panel j must be factorized and shipped before panel
j 1 can be factorized. In order t o offset this inherent
bottleneck, a pipelined approach is used [15]. In this
approach, the iterations of the algorithm are pipelined
so as to overlap the factorization of the j'" block column (step 1) with the updates associated with the
j - 1'" factorized block column (steps 2 and 3). The
pseudo-code for the pipelined version of the algorithm
is given in Figure 3. Here, n = number of columns
of the matrix, m = number of rows of the matrix,
Ida = leading dimension of the matrix, Processors =
number of allocated processors, proc = number of the
processor currently performing the factorization and
shipping of the panel, and myid = id of a processor.
A is the matrix of dimension Ida x n to be factorized.
Figure 2 shows the operation of the parallel blocked
algorithm in the second iteration. Here processor 1
has factorized its panel and has shipped the factorized panel to the other processors. Now in step 2,
each processor uses the value of L ( i ) it received from
the current processor to update its portion of U?). In
step 3, the values of Lo') and U$) are used to update
C(j), that is the sub-diagonal sub-matrix.

+

+

4.2

4

Phase 1 - Algorithm Performance on
a Network of Workstations

Results

Phase 2 - Algorithm Performance on
the iPSC/SSO Hypercube

The second phase of the study consists of distributing the same algorithm on a parallel machine. The
corresponding results were obtained using 4 nodes of
a 32 node iPSC/860 hypercube. Figure 8 shows the
effect of block size on the performance for different
problem sizes. As seen in the case of the network
of workstations, the best performance is achieved for
block-sizes in the range 10 f 4. Figure 9 shows the
scalability of performance with problem size in case
of the iPSC/860. The variation of the computation
to communication ratio with problem size and its effect on the MFLOP's per processor can be seen from
Figures 10 & 11 respectively.

The performance of the parallel blocked L U factorization of dense matrices is presented in this section.
Matrix sizes ranging from 64 x 64 to 1.5K x 1.5K
were used to allow us to study a wide range of computational loads. The study is divided into three phases.
The first phase analyzes the performance obtained by
distributing the application over a network of workstations. Phase 2 studies the distribution of the same application on the iPSC/860 hypercube. In phase three,
we use the results of phases 1 and 2 to extrapolate the
effect of increasing the available network bandwidth
on the obtained performance.
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4.3

Phase 3 - Extrapolation

maximum parallelism from any application, the parallelism should be at the finest grain which is only
possible if low latency communication is available for
a wide range of problem sizes. Hence, to be able to
use computers interconnected by LAN’s efficiently for
high performance distributed computing, communication latency must be reduced. In what follows we enumerate a set of features which must be incorporated
into the design of networks and their transport protocols in-order to achieve this goal.

In phase 3 of our study, we used the results obtained in phases 1 and 2 to extrapolate the effect of
scaling up the data transfer rates available to the application. This is achieved by increasing the available
bandwidth so as to effectively reduce the communication time by factors of 10, 100 and 1000 and could
be thought of as moving from ethernet (10 Mbits/sec)
to FDDI (100 Mbits/sec) t o Gigabit networks respectively. The obtained results are shown in Figure 12.
This figure shows the effect of scaling up the effective
available data transfer rates. It can be seen that the
obtained performance still saturates for large problem sizes due t o the limited capacity of the processing
nodes. Also, the studied algorithm was pipelined to
reduce the effect of the communication latency. As a
result, there is a very small increase in performance
as the network speed moves from 100 Mbits/sec to
1 Gigabit/sec. The effect such a scaling of available
transfer rates would be stronger and more prevasive
for applications which require intense interprocessor
communication. For smaller problem sizes, however,
there is a steeper increase in performance. Hence, increasing the data transfer rates overcomes the overhead of large communication to computation ratios encountered for smaller problem sizes. In Figure 13, we
scale the performance of each node to match that of an
i860 node (for an effective data transfer rate scaled by
1000). By comparing Figures 11 & 13 we can predict
that the performance of a network of high performance
workstations will be comparable to that obtained for
supercomputers. For example for 512 x 512 matrix,
we get about 17 MFLOP’s on the iPSC/860, while
a network of high performance workstations obtain a
comparable 18 MFLOP’s.

5

0

0

High User-to-User Transfer Rates
As pointed out earlier, in current LAN’s, userlevel transfer rates are only a small fraction of
the available medium bandwidth. User-to-User
Transfer Rates comparable to the physical bandwidth of the communication medium must be
achieved before network-based systems can be effectively used as platforms for high performance
distributed computing.

Host-t 0-Network Interfaces
Efficient Host-to-Network Interfaces are required
which will allow applications to see transfer rates
close to the available physical bandwidth. Current interfaces are characterized by heavy usage of
timers, interrupts and memory read /writes which
result in excessive overheads in terms of processor
cycles and bus capacity [3]. Host-to-Networks interfaces for high performance distributed computing must be able to overcome these overheads and
in addition, must be capable of handling highly
bursty traffic which is characteristic of LAN’s [21].
Furthermore, as network bandwidths increase,
there is an increased possibility of mismatches
in bandwidth between interconnected networks or
between slower hosts and the network. Congestion which can occur on the networks due to these
mismatches must be efficiently handled.

Requirement Analysis

0

High Speed Transport Protocols
New High Speed Transport Protocols need to be
developed to reduce current overheads. Current
protocols are implemented as stacks of software
layers. Each of these layers adds to the overheads and hence reduces the effective transfer
rates available to the user. Every message has to
be processed by each layer at the source as well
as the destination nodes, thereby increasing the
communication latency experienced by the application. The new protocols must be simple and
must achieve maximum throughput. Host processors should be off-loaded by implementing the
transport protocol on an interface processor.

Having analyzed the results (presented in Section 4)
obtained by running the L U decomposition algorithm
on a parallel computer and on a network of workstations, we can now highlight the requirements of highspeed networks and communication protocols to enable them t o achieve performance comparable to that
offered by supercomputers. Figures 6 & 7 show that
in-order to achieve acceptable performance, communication to computation ratios must be small. This is
not possible for smaller problem sizes where the communication time is comparable, if not greater than
the computation time. Further, in-order to exploit
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0

2. Transfer Engine Unit (TEU)
The transfer engine unit handles all aspects of the
communication process thereby relieving the host
of the overhead. It is configured by the MPU and
can be implemented as a simple DMA controller.

Parallel Interprocess Communication
Existing LAN protocols are inherently sequential,
i.e. only one node can transmit at a time (e.g. in a
token ring network, only the node that has the token can transmit). High performance distributed
computing warrants Parallel Interprocess Communication wherein multiple nodes can communicate simultaneously. This will result in a more
efficient utilization of the network resource.

0

3. Switch
This is a 2 x 2, non-blocking, crossbar switch that
provides maximum connections among the MPU,
TEU, RTU-1 and RTU-2 subsystems.

Support Standard and High Speed Transport Protocols

4. Receive/Transmit Unit
RTU off-loads the host from the task of transmitting/receiving data over the two channels. At any
given time each RTU can be involved in the following concurrent activities: (1) Receive and/or
transmit data over the normal speed channel; (2)
Receive and/or transmit data over the point-topoint channel according to the HiP transport protocol;

Another desired feature is the ability to support
standard as well as high speed transport protcols. This is required to ensure compatibility with
existing software and computing resources in addition to providing high speed transport protocols
for distributed computing. Since we envision fu.ture computer networks to be heterogeneous in
nature and to include both standard as well as
non-standard high speed transport, maintaining
such compatibility is essential.

6

We are currently working on a High Performance
Interface Processor (Hip) at Syracuse University [3].
This system is designed to achieve most of the requirements listed above. HiP is a dedicated communication
processor which provides architectural support needed
to improve the user-level transfer rates. It supports
both standard and non-standard, high speed protocols
by providing two modes of operation; (1) a Normal
Speed Mode (NSM) for standard protocols and (2) a
High Speed Mode (HSM) where it bypasses the standard transport layers to achieve transfer rates comparable to the medium speed. HiP allows parallel interprocessor communications thereby providing support
for efficient distributed computing over a cluster of
workstations. A HiP based LAN (HLAN) is shown
in Figure 14. In this figure, the HSM is used over the
high speed channel while the NSM speed mode is used
for the normal speed channel.
Figure 15 shows a block diagram of the main functional units of the HiP architecture. The major functional units if the HiP design are as follows:

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a requirement analysis for high performance distributed computing over
LAN’s. We distributed the LU decomposition of
dense matrices on the following platforms: A cluster of SUN SPARCstation 1+ workstations interconnected by an ethernet and the iPSC/860 hypercube.
The results obtained on these platforms are then compared to highlight the limitations of current networkbased distributed systems which prevent them from
being used as platforms for high performance d i s
tributed computing. Extrapolation is used to demonstrate how, by increasing the application level transfer
rates, a network of workstations can deliver performance comparable to that offered by supercomputers. Furthermore, we study the current computer networks and their supported protocols to identify the
requirements needed to achieve low latency communication. The design features of a High Performance
Interface Processor (Hip) which meet the proposed
requirements, are presented.
A proposed project at Syracuse University will use
HiP and the high speed communication protocol to
transform high performance computers like the CM5,
DECmpp 12000,nCUBE 2 and workstations including
SUN SPARCstation’s, IBM RISC System/6000, DECStation’s etc. available at NPAC, into a system for
high performance distributed computing and a platform for the applications currently being developed at
NPAC.

1. A Master Processing Unit (MPU)
The master processing unit controls and manages
all the activities of the master/slave HiP multiprocessor system. The Common Memory (CM) is
used for Host-HiP communication. MPU runs the
HiP software layer and supports the two modes of
operation (HSM & NSM). Its tasks include: (1)
HIP management, (2) HLAN management and
(3) synchronization
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Figure 5: Peak MFLOP's obtained. Varying matrix
sizes.
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Figure 7: Peak MFLOP's/Processor obtained. Varying matrix sizes.
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Figure 15: HIP Block Diagram

Figure 13: Extrapolated MFLOP's/Processor for processing capacity equivalent to the i860; effective data
rates scaled up by a factor of 1000.
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